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Abstract—Intermittent systems are a type of embedded device that is capable of preserving its state across periods of power loss and resuming execution from a previously saved state upon restoration of power. This capability is often accomplished through the use of system checkpoints that record the vital information about the current system state to restore operation once power is available. This demonstration illustrates the capability to protect such an intermittent system from an attacker that may attempt to scan, alter, or replay sensitive program state stored during periods of power loss. Observers will be able to inspect the current system state, checkpoint values, and computation progress while completely controlling the power supply to the target system. The audience will see it is not possible to create multiple checkpoints with identical state, reorder checkpoints, or replay the same execution multiple times. This functionality is a key requirement for the security of intermittent systems as their employment grows throughout the Internet-of-Things.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intermittent systems are a growing area of embedded computing and present a unique set of challenges for proper security. Their capability to record the vital state information of the system for restoration after a period of power loss provides a ripe opportunity for adversaries to affect sensitive operations that span periods of power loss, such as long running cryptographic computations. The use of checkpoints to ensure program progress despite unreliable power is a common solution for the availability of intermittent systems [1], [2] and one that has even gathered support from device manufacturers [3]. These developments have been enabled by the growth of write-efficient non-volatile memory, such as ferroelectric RAM (FRAM), and its availability for use in modern microcontrollers. FRAM, and similar memories, provide an opportunity to read and write from non-volatile memory at nearly the same speed and cost of standard SRAM, allowing fast, permanent, storage of critical system data and easy resumption of system state following power loss.

The result of these innovations are intermittent systems that can continue operation even when power is frequently interrupted before a normal operation would complete. However, very little research has explored the security implications of intermittent systems or acknowledged the capabilities of an adversary who can interrupt power to an intermittent device. The majority of embedded system security research is not directed at intermittent systems, incorrectly assuming that power loss or reset will return the system to a known, safe, initial state, and explicitly states that an adversary cannot have any effect on the physical system itself to meet their security guarantees [4]. This is an unreasonable assumption for an attacker targeting systems specifically designed to operate on unreliable power and potentially remote environments, and our demonstration will illustrate a first step toward addressing the security concerns of intermittent systems.

Our research considered these security implications and presented a secure checkpointing technique, the Secure Intermittent Computing Protocol (SICP), that is effective against an attacker that may attempt to scan, alter or replay sensitive program state stored in system checkpoints.

We argue that three properties must be present in a secure checkpointing system:
1) Each checkpoint must be tied to a unique power-on state such that it can be restored only once.
2) The sequence of checkpoints must be securely maintained to ensure only the most recent checkpoint may be restored.
3) The protocol itself must be resilient to power loss during its operations.

Our protocol satisfies these requirements and has been implemented on an MSP430FR5994 microcontroller to test its effectiveness. We are able to ensure that each system checkpoint is unique through the introduction of fresh random values from a true random number generator at each system restart. The checkpoints are cryptographically chained together to preserve their order and authenticity, preventing an adversary from loading a checkpoint from another device onto a system to produce specific behavior nor restoring a system to its own checkpoint that is not the most recent. Finally, the system itself is robust against power loss during its operation preventing corruption of checkpoints if power is lost again before complete restoration of the state.

To our knowledge this is the first work to address these security concerns of intermittent systems and present a solution to provide secure checkpointing functionality to intermittent systems.

II. DEMONSTRATION DESCRIPTION

Our hardware demonstration will illustrate the features of SICP and highlight the potential for properly securing intermittent systems. To do this, we will provide the audience with complete control over the power supply to the device and insight into the system’s current operation to observe the effects of power loss on the current execution of the device.

The demonstration will provide an opportunity for the audience to explore the capabilities of an attacker able to manipulate the power of an intermittent system and verify the effectiveness of SICP at preserving correct execution of the loaded program.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We demonstrate our system’s capabilities by providing the audience (our attacker) control of our power supply via a
A secure checkpointing system for intermittent computing will allow about the system:

1) Normal Operation: Without unexpected interruption the system will execute continued software based AES encryptions with progress shown for the completion of each AES round. This will allow the audience to see the normal operation of the system, when checkpoints are taken, and the expected behavior when reliable power is present.

2) Checkpoint Restoration: When power is removed, the audience will be able to observe most recent checkpoint, its authentication and restoration by SICP, and the system’s resumption of its previous operation from the most recent checkpoint location.

3) Uniqueness of Checkpoints: It is impossible to generate the same tag, or hash, even if the system is at the same point in its operation. This shows the uniqueness created for each checkpoint and demonstrates the impossibility of playing back the same state a second time.

4) Protocol Robustness Against Power Loss: If power is interrupted during SICP operations, it will not negatively affect the performance of the system or its security.

5) Sanitation of State Information: Sensitive data that accumulates between checkpoints is wiped from the system when power is removed. This is shown through a snap shot of the secure memory section shown to the user via our demonstration interface. The audience will be able to verify that an adversary would not be able to observe sensitive data if they examine memory after power is removed.

After viewing the demonstration, the value of employing a secure checkpointing system for intermittent computing will be clear to observers. The audience will have had an opportunity to exploit an attack vector that is normally excluded from the attacker model of embedded security solutions, control of the device’s power supply, and they will have seen that the system cannot be forced into an invalid or weakened state with this adversary capability. Ultimately, the demonstration will have provided an opportunity to discuss the security challenges facing intermittent systems and how they can be addressed as the deployment of intermittent systems grows in the future.

A. Equipment List

To support this demonstration we will use the following equipment:

- **Display monitor (24")**: audience feedback for system state.
- **Laptop**: developer interface and serial connection to target device.
- **MSP430FR5994 Development Board**: target device implementing SICP.
- **User Button**: audience control of power supply for target device.

B. Organization

Fig. 1 shows the organization of the demonstration. The audience is presented with a button to control power to the device and invited to interrupt the ongoing computation. The display monitor shows the current state of the system including progress of the computation, current and previous checkpoint statistics, expected values, the current data in secure non-volatile memory, and a hash of the current system state information.

The audience feedback will help illustrate the operation of SICP and how its components interact to secure the intermittent system under test. The display will also allow an observer to verify that it is not possible to replay an identical system state through manipulation of the system's power supply. Finally, the observer will be able to validate through the demonstration that there is no point in the system’s operation where an attacker’s control of the power supply would break the checkpoint security or result in sensitive state data being improperly left in non-volatile memory.
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